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Abstract: Distinguishing ulcerative colitis (UC) from Crohn’s disease (CD) is sometimes difficult in a clinical setting. 
The purpose of this study was to identify a series of independent serum markers capable of distinguishing between 
UC and CD. 140 UC and 174 CD patients hospitalized at The First Affiliated Hospital, College of Medicine, Zhejiang 
University were recruited into this study. A panel of serum markers was quantified for each patient and the Bayesian 
information criterion (BIC) was used to determine a discrimination model. The receiver operating characteristic 
(ROC) was used to evaluate the performance of the model, and the area under the ROC curve (AUC) was used to 
evaluate the accuracy of the model. Serum albumin (Alb), total cholesterol (TC), total calcium (TCa), platelet (Plt), 
glycyl proline dipeptidyl aminopeptidase (GPDA) and their ratios (Alb: Plt, Alb: GPDA, TCa: TC, and Plt: GPDA) were 
selected into the diagnosis model using BIC. The resulting CD/UC Index (CUI) is CUI = 1.901 + 0.425 Alb - 3.324 TC 
- 7.444 TCa + 0.018 Plt + 0.087 GPDA - 0.0007 Alb: Plt - 0.004 Alb: GPDA + 1.839 TC: TCa + 0.003 Plt: GPDA, with 
CUI > 0 incrementally favored a diagnosis of UC, while CUI < 0 corresponded to a higher likelihood of a diagnosis of 
CD. An average value of the AUC for the CUI model is 0.73 (95% confidence interval: 0.67-0.80). The CUI, derived 
from commonly available serum biomarkers, could try to differentiate UC from CD in patients with unclear clinical 
features as a new approach to diagnosis.
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Introduction

A diagnosis of inflammatory bowel disease 
(IBD) is traditionally based on a combination of 
clinical, endoscopic, histological, and radiologi-
cal criteria. In clinical practice, it is often neces-
sary to determine whether the intestinal inflam-
mation is the result of ulcerative colitis (UC) or 
Crohn’s disease (CD). However, distinguishing 
between UC and CD is sometimes difficult 
owing to the unreliable or incomplete clinical 
history, ambiguous endoscopic and radiologi-
cal findings, and inadequate biopsies. Biom- 
arkers such as C-reactive protein (CRP) and the 
erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) are usu-
ally used in the diagnosis of IBD [1, 2]. However, 
the use of a single biomarker is often insuffi-
cient for a conclusive diagnosis of disease. 
Clinicians have long sought reliable serologic 
markers to predict IBD prognosis and response 
to therapy [3]. We believe that a combination of 

serum biomarkers, some of which are common-
ly used in the clinical workup, might be the most 
feasible approach. How to find a combinational 
model with these biomarkers and measure the 
quality of the model? It could be an interesting 
attempt to combine clinical findings and statis-
tical methods. Therefore, we analyzed a series 
of serological markers in the serum of patients 
with UC and CD and integrated them into a sta-
tistically predictive model for diagnosis. The 
aim of our study was to derive and test a model 
based on independent serum markers to distin-
guish UC from CD.

Materials and methods

Patients

From February 2006 to February 2011, 140 UC 
and 174 CD new patients hospitalized at The 
First Affiliated Hospital, College of Medicine, 
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Table 2. Summary of the null model (without GPDA) and the alter-
native model (with GPDA) for distinguishing between UC and CD

Log odds ratio Std. Error z-value P-value Sig. level
Null model
    (Intercept) -7.142 1.940 -3.681 2.32e-4 ***
    Alb (g/L) 1.60e-1 5.43e-2 2.951 3.163e-3 **
    TC (mmol/L) 4.81e-1 1.50e-1 3.211 1.324e-3 **
    Plt (× 109/L) 1.65e-2 5.70e-3 2.896 3.783e-3 **
    Alb: Plt -5.11e-4 1.65e-4 -3.098 1.946e-3 **
Alternative model
    (Intercept) 1.90 5.13 0.37 0.71
    Alb (g/L) 4.25e-1 8.25e-2 5.15 2.6e -07 ***
    TC (mmol/L) -3.32 1.53 -2.17 3.00e-2 *
    Tca (mmol/L) -7.44 2.48 -3.00 2.67e-3 **
    Plt (× 109/L) 1.18e-2 6. 50e-3 1.82 6.87e-2
    GPDA (U/L) 8.73e-2 5.10e-2 1.71 8.72e-2
    Alb: Plt -6.98e-4 2.00e-4 -3.49 4.80e-4 ***
    Alb: GPDA -4.33e-3 1.15e-3 -3.78 1.60e-4 ***
    TC: TCa 1.84 7.30e-1 2.52 1.17e-2 *
    Plt: GPDA 2.58e-4 8.81e-5 2.92 3.47e-2 **
    (Intercept) 1.90 5.13 0.37 0.71
Significance codes: 0 < ’***’ < 0.001 < ’**’ < 0.01 < ’*’ < 0.05. 

Zhejiang University were recruited with written 
informed consent and all procedures were 
done in accordance with the Ethics Committee 
approval of Zhejiang University School of 
Medicine. UC and CD were diagnosed based on 
conventional radiological, endoscopic, and his-
tological criteria. The locations of the disease 
for this patient were all in the colon, Patients 
with indeterminate colitis, severe hepatic or 
renal dysfunction, or a history of oral contra-
ceptives, blood-lipid lowering drugs or calcium 

included albumin (Alb), total cholesterol (TC), 
high-density lipoprotein cholesterol (HDLc), 
total calcium (TCa), fibrinogen (Fg), C-reactive 
protein (CRP), the erythrocyte sedimentation 
rate (ESR) and platelet count (Plt). Moreover, 
another serum marker, glycyl proline dipeptidyl 
aminopeptidase (GPDA), was measured bec- 
ause we found it to be associated with IBD 
when we performed a preliminary analysis of 
the data. The association between GPDA and 
IBD was further analyzed in this study.

Table 1. Single predictor association analysis results without adjusting for confounders
Mean in CD  

patients
Mean in UC  

patients Difference 2.5% limit 97.5% limit t-statistic P-value Sig. level

Alb (g/L) 34.98 37.02 2.04 -0.44 -3.63 2.50 1.28e-2 *
TC (mmol/L) 3.07 3.54 0.47 0.26 0.68 4.36 1.80e-5 ***
HDLc (mmol/L) 0.92 1.02 0.10 -0.02 0.18 2.47 1.39e-2 *
TCa (mmol/L) 2.12 2.13 0.02 -0.03 0.06 0.73 0.47
Fg (g/L) 3.96 3.68 -0.27 -0.57 0.02 -1.83 6.89e-2
CRP (mg/L) 44.85 27.9 -16.95 -26.22 -7.68 -3.6 3.70e-4 ***
ESR (mm/H) 30.06 27.45 -2.61 -7.96 2.74 -0.96 0.34
Plt (× 109/L) 304.82 281.31 -23.5 -50.97 3.96 -1.68 9.33e-2
GPDA (U/L) 45.21 45.01 -0.2 -4.91 4.51 -0.08 0.93
Significance codes: 0 < ’***’ < 0.001 < ’**’ < 0.01 < ’*’ < 0.05.

tablets were excluded. The 
symptoms of this patient in this 
study were serious according to 
the initial diagnosis of the out-
patient department or emergen-
cy department, they needed to 
accept diagnosis and treatment 
in the inpatient department. As 
the patients were new cases, 
none of the patients admitted to 
this study had been on any anti-
IBD therapies before hospital-
ization, which included 5-amino-
salicylic acid, immunosuppres-
sive agents, corticosteroid, mo- 
noclonal antibodies and so on.

Laboratory assessments

Peripheral venous blood sam-
ples were collected and a panel 
of serum biomarkers was quan-
tified at the first hospitalization. 
The chosen serum markers 
reflect nutritional status, meta-
bolic disorders and inflammato-
ry changes associated with IBD 
[4-10]. The biomarkers tested 
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Statistical analysis

We fit two logistic regression models to the dis-
ease status of our patient population. In the 
first model, only the traditional predictors (Alb, 
TC, HDLc, TCa, Fg, CRP, ESR, and Plt) and their 
two-way interactions were included. In the sec-
ond model, the new predictor (GPDA) and the 
two-way interactions between GPDA and the 
traditional predictors were added. Those pre-
dictors and the interactions passing the 
Bayesian information criterion (BIC) were kept 
in the final models [11]. The predictors and the 
interactions in the final models will be referred 
to as ‘working predictors’. 

To check the validity of the final fitted model, we 
estimated the dispersion parameter using 
residuals after model fitting (the dispersion 
parameter equals 1 implies that the model 
does not deviate from the logistic regression 
model), and presented the component and 
residual plots for all working predictors [12].

The final models can be used to predict the dis-
ease status (CD vs. UC). That is, for each patient 
for which there is information for the working 
predictors, one can predict the probability of 
affecting UC, and this patient is diagnosed as a 
UC patient if the predicted probability is greater 
than a threshold value. 

The receiver operator characteristic (ROC) is 
commonly used to evaluate the performance of 
a diagnostic test, and the area under the ROC 
curve (AUC), or c-statistic, is a measure of eval-
uating the accuracy of a diagnostic test. To esti-

the above procedure for a large number of 
times, and the average value of the resulting 
ROCs (and AUCs) had a very small variation 
since the number of repetitions was large. 

The confidence intervals and P-values are 
based on normal approximations of the corre-
sponding estimates and Wald tests. A value of 
P less than 0.05 was considered statistically 
significant. 

Results

Demographic and biological characteristics of 
IBD patients

One hundred forty UC patients (77 males, 63 
females, male/female ratio, 1.22/1.00) with a 
mean age of 44.57 ± 15.57 years, and 174 CD 
patients (115 males, 59 females, male/female 
ratio, 1.95/1.00) with a mean age of 34.59 ± 
15.18 years were recruited into this study. A 
comparison of each predictor and the disease 
status was evaluated without adjusting for any 
confounder (Table 1), and Alb, TC, HDLc, CRP 
were found to be significantly associated with 
disease status.

Establishment of a model to distinguish UC 
from CD

We examined two diagnostic methods. One 
method involved the traditional predictors (null 
model) and the other included the additional 
predictor GPDA (alternative model). We used 
the BIC to select those predictors associated 
with disease status. The fitted null model and 

Figure 1. Estimated density functions of CUI for CD and UC pa-
tients.

mate the ROC curve, or the AUC, we ran-
domly split all patients into two equal pop-
ulations.  One population was used as a 
training sample (consisting of half of the 
CD patients and half of the UC patients) 
and the other served as a test sample. 
Next, the regression parameters in the 
final models (the disease status regressed 
on the working predictors) were estimated 
based on the training sample, and the esti-
mated parameters were used to predict 
the probability of affecting UC for each 
patient in the test sample. Finally, the ROC 
curve and the AUC were estimated using 
the predicted probabilities based on the 
diagnostic procedure described previous-
ly. To eliminate the variation due to ran-
dom splitting of the sample, we repeated 
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the fitted alternative model are summarized in 
Table 2, respectively. In the null model, the pre-
dictors Alb, TC, Plt, and the interaction Alb: Plt 

ciation analysis between disease type and 
GPDA, Plt, and TCa by adjusting for Alb, GPDA, 
and TC, respectively (Table 3). The results indi-

Table 3. Association between disease type and GPDA, Plt, and TCa by adjusting for Alb, GPDA, and TC, 
respectively

Mean in CD patients Mean in UC patients Difference 2.5% limit 97.5% limit t P
Association between GPDA and disease stratified by Alb
    ≤ 1st quar. 32.25 45.88 13.63 -21.72 -5.55 -3.4 1.44e-3
    > 1st quar. 
    ≤ 2nd quar.

40.98 45.74 4.76 -12.59 3.08 -1.22 0.23

    > 2nd quar. 
    ≤ 3rd quar.

49.90 46.85 -3.05 -6.08 12.18 0.67 0.51

    > 3rd quar. 64.67 42.32 -22.35 11.03 33.66 3.95 2.07e-4
Association between Plt and disease stratified by GPDA
    ≤ 1st quar. 328.56 264.03 -64.53 20.45 108.6 2.92 4.68e-3
    > 1st quar. 
    ≤ 2nd quar.

336.43 280.54 -55.89 -0.33 112.1 1.98 5.13e-2

    > 2nd quar. 
    ≤ 3rd quar.

273.33 300.94 27.61 -98.57 43.36 -0.78 0.44

    > 3rd quar. 270.15 283.12 12.97 -62.16 36.22 -0.53 0.60
Association between Tca and disease stratified by TC
    ≤ 1st quar. 2.05 1.92 -0.13 0.03 0.24 2.57 1.41e-2
    > 1st quar. 
    ≤ 2nd quar.

2.13 2.14 0.01 -0.08 0.06 -0.27 0.79

    > 2nd quar. 
    ≤ 3rd quar.

2.13 2.15 0.02 -0.08 0.05 -0.47 0.64

    > 3rd quar. 2.21 2.23 0.02 -0.10 0.06 -0.52 0.61

Figure 2. Average ROC curves for null model (without GPDA) and 
alternative model (with GPDA) based on 100 sample splitting.

were selected using BIC. In the alterna-
tive model, the new predictor GPDA 
and an additional traditional predictor 
TCa and the interactions Alb: Plt, Alb: 
GPDA, TCa: TC, and Plt: GPDA were 
selected. The resulting CD/UC Index 
(CUI) is CUI = 1.901 + 0.425 Alb - 3.324 
TC - 7.444 TCa + 0.018 Plt + 0.087 
GPDA - 0.0007 Alb: Plt - 0.004 Alb: 
GPDA + 1.839 TC: TCa + 0.003 Plt: 
GPDA.

Judged from the fitted CUI densities, 
UC patients have a greater CUI than CD 
patients (Figure 1), with CUI > 0 incre-
mentally favoring a diagnosis of UC, 
while CUI < 0 corresponded to a higher 
likelihood of a diagnosis of CD.

Interaction effects among biological 
predictors

To further examine potential interac-
tions, we conducted a stratified asso-
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cate that GPDA, Plt, and TCa are significantly 
associated with the disease status, while the 
marginal effects of these three predictors are 
not associated with the disease status (Table 
1). This suggests that the interactions might 
play an important role.

Validity of the diagnostic model

To evaluate the effect of including the addition-
al predictor, we compared the ROCs and AUCs 
of the two diagnosis models as follows. All 
patients were randomly split into two equally 
distributed groups, and the ROC and AUC were 
estimated using the previously described meth-
od. Based on 100 repetitions of bootstrapping, 
an average value of ROCs for the null model 
and the alternative model are depicted in 
Figure 2. An average value of the AUCs for the 
null model and the alternative model are 0.66 
(95% confidence interval: 0.59-0.72) and 0.73 
(95% confidence interval: 0.67-0.80), respec-

tively, with a difference of 0.07 (95% confidence 
interval: 0.01-0.14) being significantly greater 
than 0 (P-value: 6.3e-3). In practice, we may 
diagnose an IBD patient with CUI > 0 as UC. 
This cut-point 0 yields a sensitivity of 0.55 and 
a specificity of 0.80 for an alternative model, a 
sensitivity of 0.46 and a specificity of 0.79 for 
the null model. An optimal cut-point can be cho-
sen to balance the specificity and sensitivity by 
minimizing the total ‘cost’ of a decision. The 
associated costs are for true positive, false 
positive, true negative, and false negative [13]. 

Finally, we checked the validity of the alterna-
tive model. The estimated dispersion parame-
ter is 1.05 (P-value: 0.24) which is quite close 
to 1, showing that the true model does not sig-
nificantly deviate from the logistic regression 
model. The component and residual plots 
(Figure 3) also confirm linearity between the log 
odds ratio of disease and all working pre- 
dictors.

Figure 3. Component + Residual plots for working predictors and interactions in the alternative model.
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Discussion

An assessment of patients with IBD is often 
complex and is based on clinical, endoscopic 
and histological findings. There are currently no 
internationally recognized criteria for the accu-
rate and objective diagnosis of CD or UC [14]. 
The diagnosis of IBD is often missed or delayed 
because of the non-specific nature of both the 
intestinal and extra-intestinal symptoms and 
sometimes differential diagnosis between UC 
and CD can be difficult [3, 14]. Therefore, the 
use of a diagnostic strategy using noninvasive 
biomarkers to aid in such a diagnosis is desir-
able. Biomarkers have the potential to avoid 
unnecessary invasive diagnostic evaluations 
that may result in discomfort and potential 
complications [15]. Some researchers have 
focused on the identification of serum biomark-
ers which have diagnostic value in discriminat-
ing IBD from non-IBD, and which can be used to 
distinguish UC from CD patients [16]. This has 
become a matter of increasing interest in 
recent years [16-18]. Such biomarkers would 
be of clinical value if they had high sensitivity 
and high specificity. However, no single bio-
marker has been proven to have these charac-
teristics at present. Moreover, most biomarkers 
currently used are not disease-specific, but 
reflect generalized inflammation [19]. Since 
cost effectiveness and reliability are important 
requirements for effective diagnostic tests in 
clinical practice, we chose to use serum mark-
ers that are presently tested in this patient 
population as a part of their regular work-up. In 
clinical work, the physicians tend to like to ana-
lyze or determine an illness through the way of 
the combination of various indicators, but the 
diagnosis of the combination is just made by 
the experience of the physicians, so there is not 
too much on its superiority. Certainly, perhaps 
statistical methods can help us to overcome 
this instability of diagnosis, quantitative diag-
nosis could help operate and promote the prac-
tice, if the sensitivity and specificity of the diag-
nostic method are better, it would have great 
significance to patients and doctors. BIC is one 
of the most appropriate model-selection crite-
ria which could weigh the complexity of the esti-
mated model and fit the data to get the best 
excellence [11]. Therefore, in this study, we 
made an attempt to establish a statistical diag-
nostic model using the available biomarkers, 
and subsequently investigated its usefulness 
in the diagnosis of these diseases.

In this study, a male/female ratio of 1.22/1.00 
was found in the UC patients, while a male/
female ratio of 1.95/1.00 was found in the CD 
patients, the ratios were similar with the previ-
ous reports in China [20, 21]. In the present 
studies, we generated a formula derived from a 
composite set of independent biomarkers 
reflecting nutritional status, metabolic disor-
ders and inflammation in IBD. This analysis was 
comprised of five inexpensive laboratory tests 
(Alb, TC, Tca, Plt and GPDA) and four interac-
tions (Alb: Plt, Alb: GPDA, TCa: TC, and Plt: 
GPDA). Those predictors and interactions asso-
ciated with disease status were selected (and 
used in the CUI) using BIC. Before determining 
CUI, we compared the validity of the diagnostic 
model between the null model (without GPDA), 
and the alternative model (with GPDA), since, to 
our knowledge, a study examining the relation-
ship between GPDA and IBD had not yet been 
reported. GPDA, widely distributed in human 
and animal tissues, was first described by 
Hapsu-Hava and Glenner in 1966 [22]. Serum 
GPDA activity is increased in patients with hep-
atobiliary diseases and hepatic cancer, but is 
decreased in gastric carcinoma [23-25]. After 
adding GPDA to our model, we found that the 
AUC for the alternative model was significantly 
greater compared to the null model.  Therefore, 
the alternative model was more effective at dis-
tinguishing UC from CD. Furthermore, the rela-
tionship between serum GPDA and IBD and the 
possible mechanisms of their interaction 
deserves further research.

In addition to GPDA, our data showed that other 
serum biomarkers, reflecting changes in nutri-
tional status, the presence of metabolic disor-
ders and inflammation, were related to IBD 
[4-10]. Our data showed that serum CRP con-
centration is lower in patients with UC com-
pared to Crohn’s disease [26]. In addition, we 
found that CRP was significantly higher in CD 
than in UC (Table 1). Nevertheless, we did not 
choose CRP as biomarker in our diagnostic 
model using BIC. Compared to CRP, ESR con-
centrations peak later and take longer to 
decrease, despite improvement of the patient’s 
clinical condition and decreased inflammation 
[27]. In our study, we did not find a significant 
difference in ESR values between UC and CD. 
Lipid abnormalities are frequent in IBD patients, 
especially HDLc and TC which are lower com-
pared to healthy controls [28]. Our study shows 
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that Crohn’s patients have significantly lower 
HDLc and TC than UC patients. Osteoporosis 
and major micronutrient deficiencies are highly 
prevalent in the IBD population and calcium lev-
els are significantly lower in IBD [5, 29]. Fg and 
Plt were found to be predictors of inflammation 
in IBD [30, 31]. By conducting an evaluation of 
the aforementioned serum parameters, we 
employed CUI to distinguish UC from CD using 
biomarkers and their interactions selected by 
BIC. 

What should we consider when utilizing CUI in 
clinical practice? The gold standard for deter-
mining UC from CD remains histological crite-
ria, it is very difficult to diagnose IBD with histo-
logical results. However, CUI may be used as an 
auxiliary tool in the diagnosis of UC and CD, 
especially when encountering unclear clinical 
history, unusual endoscopic and radiological 
features, and ambiguous biopsies. As the num-
ber of the patients in this study was limited, we 
hope that the model could be further studied in 
different geographic or ethnic population, so 
that it will reflect the true clinical value of the 
model. However, we only used the serum bio-
markers in this study, we hope that the demo-
graphic variables, for example age, would not 
influence the diagnostic value of the model in 
the future. Additionally, proteomics technolo-
gies are employed in order to monitor for differ-
ences in protein expression of IBD now, if some 
new protein biomarkers are used in clinical set-
ting, they could be added in the CUI to strength-
en the diagnostic value. In the future, it will be 
of interest to determine whether our observa-
tions are reliable in the clinical setting, and 
whether the CUI can be further refined.
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